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During the last decade and a half, Thomas P.

recently in the various roles women played in the

Lowry, M.D., has carved out a distinctive place for

Civil War, and how the stories of the women in

himself among Civil War historians. He has done

his book in particular "can be seen as evidence of

this by seeking out and uncovering previously un‐

the tectonic, if temporary shifts in the dynamic

known or relatively obscure sources and using

between men and women" that occurred in the

them to produce informative studies on topics

Civil War (p. ix). These are followed by a chapter

that have yet to receive much attention from his‐

on cases from Missouri, Maryland, and Tennessee

torians. Included among these works are studies

in which readers are introduced to individuals

of military court-martials, an overview of sex dur‐

such as Zeidee Bagwell of St. Louis; when her let‐

ing the Civil War, and an examination of how

ter, expressing devotion to the Confederacy, hap‐

Abraham Lincoln dealt with cases from the mili‐

pened to come into the possession of Union au‐

tary justice system that came to his attention.[1]

thorities in the city, she was sentenced to confine‐

In Confederate Heroines, Lowry applies his fine

ment in her home, directed to take an oath of alle‐

research and writing skills to the task of uncover‐

giance to the Union, and forced to post a $1000.00

ing and chronicling over one hundred cases in

bond.

which southern women were arrested and tried
by Federal military courts for various crimes dur‐
ing the war.

Readers also learn of the remarkable case of
Mary S. Terry of Maryland, who was arrested for
smuggling when she was found in possession of

Lowry has produced an interesting and infor‐

nearly $2000.00 worth of contraband goods. Even

mative book. He sets up his study with a preface

though this was not the first time she had come to

and an introduction that briefly discuss nine‐

the attention of the military justice system for

teenth-century ideas regarding women's roles in

such offenses, the military commission trying her

Northern and Southern society, how scholarship

case initially decided to impose a fairly light pun‐

has been distinguished by an increase in interest

ishment, requiring only that she take the oath of
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allegiance, accept a parole on her honor, and stay

add much of great significance to our understand‐

north of New Jersey's southern border. When the

ing of the course and conduct of the Civil War.

commission's decisions were sent to Gen. Lew

Nor does he make much of an effort to build on

Wallace for review, however, they provoked an

observations contained in his introduction re‐

exasperated and interesting response. Wallace

garding how the war shaped or reflected social,

complained that the court had imposed much too

cultural, military, political, or legal forces that

light a sentence for a woman who was demon‐

were at work during the Middle Period. Lowry

strated to be "an intelligent, bold, defiant, energet‐

might have offered some analysis and insights of

ic, masculine Rebel, bent on mischief," and he

a general nature that could have placed his find‐

asked how the commission could possibly "give

ings in the context of extant scholarship in his epi‐

faith to the honor of such an unsexed merchant"

logue. Unfortunately, this section of the book in‐

(pp. 50-51), before compelling the commission to

stead consists solely of a summarization of his

reconsider its findings. The commission respond‐

findings (that prosecutions for smuggling were

ed by revising the sentence to a one-year impris‐

concentrated in Tennessee, Louisiana, and Mary‐

onment in a female prison in Salem, Massachu‐

land; Missouri provided nearly all of the cases of

setts. As if this was not enough, it was soon there‐

active support for guerrilla activities, assistance to

after discovered that there was no female prison

Confederate prisoners of war seeking to escape,

in Salem. Consequently, Terry ended up being

and the largest number of women caught corre‐

sent to the female prison in Fitchburg, Massachu‐

sponding with rebel soldiers; and that Washing‐

setts, an institution that saw a number of the

ton D.C. was the principle location where women

women whose experiences are chronicled in this

were tried for assisting Union soldiers to desert)

book pass through its gates.

and a commentary on sources. Still, in the final
analysis, Lowry deserves considerably more

Entertaining stories similar to Bagwell's and

praise than criticism for this book. Readers who

Terry's are also found in a subsequent chapter on

have enjoyed his previous works will find this a

cases involving women such as Emily Sparks, Re‐

welcome addition to their libraries, for, in addi‐

becca Field, Annie Egan, and Elizabeth Ball from

tion to providing further evidence of Lowry's

the ten states south of the northern borders of

keen abilities as a historical detective, Confeder‐

North Carolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas. This is

ate Heroines is a well-written, entertaining, and

followed by a chapter on cases from Kentucky,

fairly easy read that adds a great deal of interest‐

Virginia, and the District of Columbia. Although

ing information to Civil War literature.

not all of the episodes chronicled in Lowry's book
are as interesting as the one involving Terry, there
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